IFG One

Sweet Surrender™

- Early season
- Elongated black seedless
- Medium bunches
- Good productivity
- Very vigorous; requires canopy management for fruitfulness
- Firm
- Outstanding flavor at 19 - 21 Brix
- High acid
- Extremely easy to color
- Some tip cracking seen
IFG Two
Sweet Sunshine™

- Elongated white seedless
- Mid season
- Highly productive
- Medium bunches
- Very crispy, refreshing flavor
- Berries are large size naturally (7 - 8 gr.)
- Very easy to grow
IFG Three
Sweet Celebration™

- Mid to late season brilliant red seedless
- Berry shape: oval
- Berry size: naturally large
- Colors well
- Cluster size: medium
- High yields
- Low production costs
- Crispy firm texture
- Excellent fruit quality
IFG Four

Sweet Romance™

• Mid to late season dark red seedless (Sweet Celebration™ timing)
• Good natural size
• Very crunchy and good flavor
• Low to moderate yield
• Inexpensive to grow
• Can be vigorous
Sweet Jubilee™

- Mid season black seeded
- Excellent color but some red at the cap with more GA and Girdle
- Huge natural berry size
- Very large berry size, 10 - 12 gr with GA
- Very high yield
- Large bunches must be cut
- Naturally loose
- Firm to crisp texture; very good flavor
- Good storage quality
- Girdled vines had greater sunburn
- Improved on vigorous rootstock
**IFG Six**

**Sweet Sapphire™**

- Harvest: mid season black seedless
- Berry size: naturally large berry
- Naturally loose
- Colors very well naturally
- Stores well
- Unusual shape elongated tubular with dimpled end
- Crisp
- Good flavor
- Does not shatter
- Stores well
IFG Seven

Cotton Candy™

- Harvest: mid season white to amber seedless
- Unique “cotton candy” flavor
- Maintains flavor in storage for a long period
- Yields very well
- Storage life is good
- Will amber with high maturity or excess sunlight
IFG Eight
Sweet Enchantment™

- Early season full black seedless
- Ripens slightly after Summer Royal
- Excellent color
- Crispy texture
- Good flavor
- Excellent stem attachment
- Medium to large natural berry size
- Very productive
- Can be spur pruned
- Stores well
Jack’s Salute™

• Harvest: mid to late season red seedless
• Berry shape: oval to elongated
• Berry size: naturally large with no treatments
• Colors well
• Cluster size: large naturally loose bunches
• High productivity
• Low production costs
• Firm to crispy
• Good flavor
• Stores well
• Easy to grow
IFG Ten

**Sweet Globe™**

- Harvest: mid season green seedless
- Berry shape: naturally large round to oval berry
- Very crunchy
- Good flavor low acidity
- Thin skin
- High productivity
- Excellent storage results
- Little hand work required
IFG Eleven
Sugar Crisp™

• Harvest: very late season green seedless
• Berry shape: large elongated berries
• Berry size: medium to large natural berry size
• Excellent color
• Crispy firm texture
• Good neutral flavor; low acid
• Excellent stem attachment
• Very productive
• Can be spur pruned
• Excellent storage
Funny Fingers™

- Mid season finger grape
- Susceptible to heat damage
- Girdle increases heat damage
- No thinning is necessary
IFG Thirteen
Sweet Secrets™

• Early season
• Full black
• Good for early regions
• Low acid moderate sugar level
• Good storage results
• Consistent cropping
• Good GA response
• Can be spur pruned
• Very productive
Sweet Mayabelle™

- Very early Flame type with Muscat flavor
- Maintains strong Muscat flavor in storage
- Excellent color
- Berry size and shape like Flame
- Tight bunches will require GA thinning evaluation
- Crunchy
- Yields very well
- Thin at 2 ppm; size at 10 ppm
- Responds to a girdle and doesn’t burn
- Good berry size with treatment 23mm
- Somewhat more difficult to grow

IFG Fourteen

Sweet Mayabelle™
IFG Fifteen
Sweet Surprise™

- Early season black seedless
- Mild muscat flavor
- Excellent color
- Crispy texture
- Excellent stem attachment
- Moderate yields
- Medium natural berry size
- Responds well to GA at 2 ppm thinning and 10 ppm sizing
Sweet Favors™

- Harvest: late season black seedless
- Autumn Royal type
- Tolerates rain better than Autumn Royal
- Slightly earlier than Autumn Royal
- Berry size: oval elongated
- Cluster size: medium to large clusters
- Firm flesh
- High yields; more productive than Autumn Royal
- Good flavor
- Very easy to grow

IFG Sixteen
IFG Seventeen
Sweet Joy™

- Mid season Autumn Royal type
- Similar to Sweet Favors™
- Very crisp
- Full black
- Medium to large bunches
- High productivity
- Firm flesh
- Colors very easily
IFG Eighteen
Sweet Nectar™

• Harvest: mid season seedless
• Cluster size: small medium
• Berry shape: round
• Holds flavor in storage well
• High yields
• Strong muscat flavor
IFG Nineteen
Candy Hearts™

Bold complex fruit forward flavor for the connoisseur of fine fruit. Strong pleasant aftertaste with fruity notes. Radiates an appealing aroma that attracts customers to the fruit.

- Harvest: mid season seedless
- Cluster size: medium
- Berry shape: elongated oval
- Holds flavor in storage well
- High yields
- May shatter; may have weak berry attachment
- Unique fruity muscat /Labrusca flavor
IFG Twenty

Candy Crunch™

- Harvest: mid to late season black seedless
- Cluster size: medium
- Berry shape: oval elongated
- Colors well
- Very high yield
- Holds well on the vine
- Rain tolerant
- Good fruity Labrusca flavor
Intense and immediately familiar; reminiscent of pineapple or melons along with a high level of sweetness with strawberry undertones and crunchy texture a juicy explosion of tropical/fruity flavors.

- Very early red seedless
- Mid size Flame type
- Berry shape: round oval
- Natural color which stays attractive pink/red and does not become dark
- Very consistent high yields
- Good storage and bright green stem quality that stays well in storage
- Crunchy
- Strawberry flavor opens the flavor season
Unique intense tropical fruity flavor with nuances of pineapple and mango.

- Mid season black
- Gets high sugar
- Stays crisp even at 30 brix
- High yield
- Large cluster size
- Medium size berry
- Requires GA thinning and sizing
IFG Twenty-three
Candy Drops™

- Mid to late season reddish black seedless Kyoho type
- Labrusca flavor
- Similar to Candy Hearts but milder flavor
- Round berry
- Vigorous
Rugby™ grapes are fun and playful. They evoke energy, movement, and motion.

- Late season red
- Slightly difficult to color in hot climates
- Light red to pink color that Asian markets like
- Very heavy cropping on spurs
- Very large clusters
- May have slightly weak berry attachment
- Canes do not produce laterals so it has a very open canopy
- Larger than Red Globe with GA treatments
- Neutral flavor
IFG Twenty-five

Sweet Magic™

- Very early season black
- Medium cluster size
- Oval berry shape
- Colors easily
- Firm texture
- Excellent eating quality
- Good for raisins
Sweet Bond™

- Early season black
- Large cluster size
- Oval elongated berry shape
- Naturally large berries
- Colors well
- Short term storage only

IFG Twenty-six
IFG Thirty
Gracenote™

• Early season black
• Large cluster size
• Oval elongated berry shape
• Naturally large berries
• Colors well
• Short term storage only
IFG Thirty-one
Kokomo™

Evoke good times on a tropical beach – perfect for this tropical flavored black grape.

- Harvest: Early August
- Cluster size: Small
- Berry shape: Oval
- Strong Labrusca flavor, colors naturally
Quip™ grapes – cute, witty, quirky, sweet and refreshing sensations.

- Harvest: Early-mid August
- Cluster size: Medium
- Berry shape: Elongated
- Long berries with rounded tips (16mm x 40mm)
Torch™ – something that serves to illuminate, enlighten, or guide. Torch™ ups the ante as a red Flame seedless grape successor. Lights up the special flavor of this grape.

IFG Thirty-three

Torch™

Torch™ – something that serves to illuminate, enlighten, or guide. Torch™ ups the ante as a red Flame seedless grape successor. Lights up the special flavor of this grape.

- Harvest: Mid July
- Cluster size: Medium
- Berry shape: Round-oval
- Colors easily, larger and easier to grow than Flame
IFG Thirty-six
Julep™
Exploding with a Labrusca spicy flavor - Julep™ grapes are a bit tropical with a hint of mint flavor.

- Harvest: Late July
- Cluster size: Large
- Berry shape: Round
- Concord flavor, colors well
Bebop™ grapes are full of energy and action – an affirmation: Be! A movement: Bop! A lively, fun grape that is all about joy, spontaneity, and passion.

IFG Thirty-seven

Bebop™

Bebop™ grapes are full of energy and action – an affirmation: Be! A movement: Bop! A lively, fun grape that is all about joy, spontaneity, and passion.

- Harvest: Early August
- Cluster size: Medium
- Berry shape: Oval
- Mild Labrusca flavor, yields well